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Hard hats are designed to resist blows and absorb shock. The outer shell protects your head from blows and 
penetrations caused from falling objects. The inner components of a hard hat are designed to absorb the impact from 
falling objects.

Wearing a hard hat will protect your head:
 When you are at risk of impact and penetration resulting from bumping your head on an object;
 From falling tools or materials when work is being done above you; 
 From objects being carried or swung nearby, and;
 From electrical shock and burns

Hard hats come in different classifications designed to protect you from different types of situations. Listed 
below are the four different classifications hard hats come in and what they protect you from.

 Class A hard hats resist impact and penetration and protect you from low-voltage electricity
 Class B hard hats resist impact and penetration and protect you from high-voltage electricity
 Class C hard hats provide only impact and penetration protection
 Class D hard hats are designed for firefighters, are fire resistant and will not conduct electricity

Inspect your hard hat on a daily basis; checking for cracks, dents, and excess wear on the headband. Replace the 
hard hat if it is cracked or broken, if the headband is stretched or worn, or if the hard hat has taken a heavy 
blow.

Avoid scraping or banging your hard hat against hard objects. Clean it at least once per month with hot 
soapy water. Always store it in a safe, cool place. Protect your hard hat from the elements and wear the 
proper class of hardhat to ensure that it will protect your head, as it should.
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